
Performance Efficiency - using IT and computing 
resources efficiently

Reliability - preventing and quickly recovering from 
failures.

Security - protecting information and systems

Cost Optimization - avoiding unnecessary costs

Operational Excellence - running and monitoring systems to deliver business value and continually 
improve processes and procedures

AWS WELL-ARCHITECTED FRAMEWORK REVIEW (WAFR)
Limited Time Special Offer from Cloudelligent, an AWS Advanced Consulting Partner and AWS 
Well-Architected Partner: Get your cloud environment reviewed for FREE!

AWS Solutions Architects have identified best practices for architecting systems in 
the cloud - the AWS Well-Architected Framework, based on six pillars:

AWS Well-Architected Framework Pillars

Cloudelligent, being an Advanced AWS Consulting Partner, 
can review your cloud workloads and help you gain insights 
into building a high-performing, robust, and secure cloud 
environment based on best practices.

Overview
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Cloudelligent with its certified Solution Architects and Engineers has been delivering vetted cloud 
solutions for 9+ years. We use the most apt tools in the market to analyze your cloud environment, 
evaluate workloads, and identify High-Risk Issues (HRIs). All in all, our WAFR is an in-depth and 
holistic assessment of your cloud workloads against the 6 pillars of AWS Well-Architected 
Framework. Based on this, we help you remediate identified HRIs to get you that added advantage of 
being WELL ARCHITECTED!

SOLUTION BRIEF

Sustainability - minimizing the environmental impacts of running cloud workloads



Optimize Workloads

Optimize your 
workloads to run more 

efficiently by 
eliminating risks and 
implementing best 

practices.

Cost savings Cloudelligent Expertise  AWS Credits

Identify areas that can 
help reduce costs and 

yield better TCO.

Our consultants have 
deep expertise and 

can help offset 
knowledge gaps.

Eligible on closure of 
HRIs by Cloudelligent.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Begin with deploying a CMP tool within your AWS cloud environment.

Q/A session with our Solution Architects to assess your cloud environment against AWS 
Well Architected Framework.

Review HRIs report (if any) and Remediation plan.

Cloudelligent will help resolve the High Risk Issues (SOW required).

How it works

Benefits

Cloudelligent. We Design, We Build, We Enable.
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